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ABOUT

The label working title was founded in Berlin in 2018 by fashion designer Antonia Goy and 
architect Bjoern Kubeja.

working title started with the ambition to design garments that are aesthetic and sustainable at 
the same time.

Inspired by art and architecture, the duo’s creations are bold and individual: striking minimalist 
silhouettes with distinctive creative details create the ideal day to evening apparel for the 
modern sophisticate.

working title believes in building a wardrobe of seasonless and timeless styles that can 
accompany the wearer for a long time. 

working title sustainable approach starts with the thorough engineering of all their garments 
and considers the entire lifecycle of a product from the beginning until the end. working title 
aims to minimize the impact on the environment by producing only as much as needed, by 
using the most exclusive and finest natural materials like mulesing-free wool as well as certi-
fied organic cotton and silk. working title does not use any type of mineral oil-based fabrics, 
interlinings or trims within their products. All garments are compostable, 100% plastic-free and 
mindfully handcrafted in selected family-run workshops in Germany, Poland and Italy as well as 
in their Berlin studio.

working title collections are currently distributed through pre-order events or online at 
www.workingtitlestudios.com

Studio Berlin
Heidestrasse 46-52
10557 Berlin

Studio Paris
5 rue René Boulanger
75010 Paris

hello@workingtitlestudios.com

www.workingtitlestudios.com
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